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Spatially Resolved MR-Compatible Doppler
Ultrasound: Proof of Concept for Triggering of

Diagnostic Quality Cardiovascular MRI for
Function and Flow Quantification at 3T.
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Daniel Speicher, Andreas Greiser, Hajo Müller, Thomas de Perrot, Jean-Paul Vallée, and Rares Salomir

Abstract—Objective: We demonstrate the use of
a magnetic-resonance (MR)-compatible ultrasound (US)
imaging probe using spatially resolved Doppler for diagnos-
tic quality cardiovascular MR imaging (MRI) as an initial step
toward hybrid US/MR fetal imaging. Methods: A newly de-
veloped technology for a dedicated MR-compatible phased
array ultrasound-imaging probe acquired pulsed color
Doppler carotid images, which were converted in near-real
time to a trigger signal for cardiac cine and flow quantifica-
tion MRI. Ultrasound and MR data acquired simultaneously
were interference free. Conventional electrocardiogram
(ECG) and the proposed spatially resolved Doppler trigger-
ing were compared in 10 healthy volunteers. A synthetic
“false-triggered” image was retrospectively processed us-
ing metric optimized gating (MOG). Images were scored by
expert readers, and sharpness, cardiac function and aortic
flow were quantified. Four-dimensional (4-D) flow (two vol-
unteers) showed feasibility of Doppler triggering over a long
acquisition time. Results: Imaging modalities were com-
patible. US probe positioning was stable and comfortable.
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Image quality scores and quantified sharpness were sta-
tistically equal for Doppler- and ECG-triggering (p = 1.00).
ECG-, Doppler-triggered, and MOG ejection fractions
were equivalent (p= 1.00), with false-triggered values
significantly lower (p < 0.0005). Aortic flow showed no
difference between ECG- and Doppler-triggered and MOG
(p > 0.05). 4-D flow quantification gave consistent results
between ECG and Doppler triggering. Conclusion: We
report interference-free pulsed color Doppler ultrasound
during MR data acquisition. Cardiovascular MRI of diag-
nostic quality was successfully obtained with pulsed color
Doppler triggering. Significance: The hardware platform
could further enable advanced free-breathing cardiac
imaging. Doppler ultrasound triggering is applicable where
ECG is compromised due to pathology or interference at
higher magnetic fields, and where direct ECG is impossible,
i.e., fetal imaging.

Index Terms—Cardiac function, ECG, Doppler ultra-
sound, metric optimized gating, MRI.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

MR(I) Magnetic Resonance Imaging
US Ultrasound
ECG Electrocardiogram
MOG Metric Optimized Gating
HIFU High Intensity Focused Ultrasound
FOV Field of View
RF Radio-Frequency
ROI Region Of Interest
2C, 4C, SA 2-Chamber, 4-Chamber, Short Axis
TrueFISP True Fast Imaging with Steady-state Precession
TE Echo Time
TR Repetition Time
PC Phase Contrast
FLASH Fast Low Angle Shot
DICOM Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine
EF Ejection Fraction
EDV End-diastolic Volume
ESV End-systolic Volume
LV Left Ventricle
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SUPPLEMENTARY DATA AND MOVIES

A: MOVIE Illustration of pulsed color Doppler image.
B: MOVIE Recording of the Doppler signal in one vol-

unteer with significant carotid motion during
respiration.

C: DATA Position of US probe and temperature sensor
on an MR image and graph showing no heat-
ing of the transducer surface measured using
an MR-compatible fluoroptic fibre.

D: MOVIE Cardiac cine movies: First row, 2 chamber;
Second row, 4 chamber; Third row, short axis:
Columns ECG triggered, Doppler triggered,
false trigger, MOG reconstruction.

E&F: MOVIES 4D Flow reconstructions with Doppler- and
ECG triggering.

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the last decade, the possibility of coupling MRI and
Ultrasound (US) imaging in order to exploit the strength

of both imaging modalities has been proposed by various groups.
Technical feasibility in phantoms has been reported [1], and
other hybrid acquisition systems have also been introduced more
recently [2]–[5]. This technologic integration is interesting as
both modalities are non-invasive, but a major obstacle was the
mutual electromagnetic interference. Simultaneous MR and US
imaging has been used for guiding biopsy (for needle tracking
and confirmation of needle placement at 0.5 and 3T [6]) and
for real-time methods for HIFU (High Intensity Focused Ultra-
sound) guidance [1], [2], though few studies exist for dynamic
imaging and the cardiovascular system [1]. A potential appli-
cation for hybrid US/MR imaging, not yet validated on human
subjects, is fetal cardiac [7] which has only been shown in an an-
imal model [8]. In utero diagnosis of congenital malformation is
of vital importance for medical care, pre-surgical planning and
the impact on postnatal outcome [9]–[11].

Functional cardiac MRI scans performed in clinical routine
use ECG signals for triggering the acquisition. With increasing
field strength, interference with ECG detection has become a
more significant problem [12]. Additionally, signal complica-
tions due to obesity or pathology (for example with pericardial
fluid or scaring), or the complete absence of direct ECG for fetal
imaging, mean that a new triggering method is sought [13]. A
study by Rubin et al. [14] showed 1.5T MRI images acquired
with a mono-element acoustic transducer using a direct tempo-
ral signal from the US. As this was pulsed, but not spatially
resolved Doppler, it was not based on topology and therefore
could be subject to signal modulation due to local motion drift
with respect to the direction of scanning.

Self-gating techniques [15]–[18] have also been reported for
cardiovascular MRI, where part of the image data itself is used
for triggering and motion correction, but these rely on modi-
fication of the acquisition sequence. These sequences are of-
ten based on a radial acquisition trajectory and possibly cou-
pled with acceleration methods such as compressed sensing
[19], thus leading to long postprocessing times. Fetal cardiac
cine imaging post-processing techniques [7] or using highly

accelerated dynamic MRI with retrospective motion correction
and outlier rejection has been reported [20].

Another method of cardiac synchronization, retrospective
processing using Metric Optimized Gating (MOG) [21]–[23],
was proposed for cases where a reliable electrocardiogram is not
obtainable. The acquisition used in this post-processing method
is performed without a true input trigger signal and the acquired
lines are retrospectively sorted by optimizing image metrics.

Aiming for US-guided MR imaging dedicated to fetal ap-
plications, we report here interference-free spatially resolved
pulsed color Doppler acquired inside an MR magnet bore con-
currently to MR scanner operation. To this purpose, a dedi-
cated MR-compatible US imaging transducer was manufactured
and validated for interference-free B-mode and pulsed color
Doppler simultaneous to MR acquisition. As a step towards full
ultrasound-controlled hybrid MRI of the heart, here we pro-
pose feasibility of triggering to carotid ultrasound. We used
therefore directly the mechanical signal related to blood flow
or tissue displacement, instead of electrical stimulation. MOG
post-processing reconstruction, along with the ‘false-triggered’
acquired images it corrects, were included in the current study
to provide a varied set of triggering and reconstruction methods
as possible alternatives for cases with difficult ECG.

Finally, the feasibility of Doppler triggering for the rapidly
expanding field of 4D flow [24], [25] was assessed. This pro-
vided comparison of the triggering methods during a longer
acquisition time.

II. METHODS

A. Acquisition: US Imaging and on Line Processing

Simultaneous real-time 2D US imaging was performed us-
ing a 7.5 MHz MRI compatible phased array transducer with
128 piezo ceramic elements. The transducer had a bandwidth
of 6 MHz and an inter-element pitch of the linear array of
0.1 mm, 12.8 mm aperture, operated at frame rates of 15–50
images per second (depending on the field of view (FOV)).
The sophisticated shielding concept of the 2 cm × 3.5 cm ×
10.5 cm external housing, as well as the 8 m long multi coax
cable, have been designed to minimize susceptibility artifacts
and to avoid radio-frequency- (RF-) and gradient-switching in-
terferences. The combined reactance of the array and the ca-
ble was canceled using miniature inductances embedded in the
zero-insertion-force plug. As compared to the reference prod-
uct (imaging probe P10.4, Siemens, Acuson Antares, Mountain
View, CA) the real part of the impedance was augmented by
approximately 10 Ohms due to the increased length of the ca-
ble. The geometry of materials used in the RF shielding of
the US transducer prevented any electric contact between the
conductive parts of the transducer and the volunteers’ skin. To
minimize elevational slice thickness, an acoustic lens made of
rubber silicon was attached to the front side of the transducer,
see Fig. 1(A). This layer also provided galvanic isolation be-
tween the electrical ground of the transducer and the volun-
teer’s skin. The casing of the US transducer was 3D printed
in acrylic resin (Paket VeroWhitePlus RGD835, Alphacam
Swiss GmbH, Widnau, Switerland) and a non-magnetic metal
layer was applied on its inner surface. This layer accurately
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Fig. 1. (A) Setup showing ultrasound probe with shielded cable (face and side views) and the probe held in position. (B) Flow chart of data transfer.
The spectral Doppler of arterial blood flow is provided to illustrate the periodicity comparison with ECG and the SNR, and leads to the pulsed color
Doppler signal used in the method.

encompassed the border of the active matrix without electrical
contact to the transducer and is further wired to the shielding
mesh. The shielding mesh was in contact with the Faraday cage
but is isolated from the electrical ground of the beamformer
electronics and at no time was this in electrical contact with
the patient. Experiments were performed in order to monitor
the potential heating of the transducer using an MR-compatible
fluoroptic fibre in contact with the surface during scanning. The
transducer was positioned on the patient using an elastic belt,
targeting the left common carotid artery, as shown in Fig. 1(A),
which illustrates the ultrasound set up. The ultrasound scanner
(Siemens ACUSON Antares, Siemens Healthcare, Mountain
View, USA) was outside the Faraday cage with the probe pass-
ing through a waveguide. The EM shielding layer was placed in
contact with the Faraday cage. This shielding is separated from
the electrical ground of the US imager. The echoes were recon-
structed using the built-in medical software. Main ultrasound
acquisition parameters for the pulsed color Doppler were: fre-
quency 5 MHz, peak transmit power −7 dB, velocity-encoding
range (component parallel to the probe) 33 cm/s, field depth
4 cm, mechanical index 1; and for the background grayscale,
parameters were: frequency 7.27 MHz, peak transmit power
35 dB, overall receiver gain 60 dB. The mechanical (MI) and
thermal (TI) indices changed with the size and depth of the
pulsed color Doppler region of interest, with MI found in the

range 0.5–1.0 and TI in the range 0.7–1.0. When targeting the
common carotid, typical values were MI 0.8 and TI 0.8. In har-
monic mode gray scale imaging of background tissue, the TI
decreased to 0.6 and the MI increased to 0.9.

Magnitude pulsed color Doppler images were exported in
near real-time and analyzed by an external computer running
a graphical interface based on Open CV libraries and driv-
ing a DAC board (USB-6008, National Instruments, Austin,
TX) which generated the TTL triggers to the MR system, see
Fig. 1(B) for details on signal flow chart. A user-defined polygon
ROI was drawn in the image, larger than the vessel of interest,
to include the vessel giving color signal and exclude other color
signal in the rest of the image from other visible vessels. The
signal conversion takes the integral of the color signal in that
ROI while the B-mode background image is grayscale. The de-
tection algorithm searched the relative contrast between red,
green and blue layers. The detection of the yellow color of the
Doppler peak was ensured by the algorithm selecting pixels that
had the highest red or green component (yellow being a mix of
red and green layers), and those that had the lowest possible blue
component in order to exclude the grayscale background pixels.
To achieved this, we computed a value C = (R + G)/B where R,
G and B are the pixel values of the 3 channel image with RGB
color. This computation was in near-real time, for each captured
ultrasound image and for each pixel in the ROI. An ROI pixel
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Fig. 2. (A) Extract of Doppler data: selected pixels in the ROI above
threshold and corresponding z score sent to trigger with and without
MRI running (note: separate acquisitions, therefore variations in the time
scale can be expected). (B) Pulsed color Doppler image within the MR
scanner showing small, negligible artifacts when the MRI is running
(indicated by arrows) with and without MRI. Illustration of Doppler signal
conversion and output to the MRI along with ECG and generated Doppler
input signal from the common left carotid artery.

was considered as part of the vessel (contributive) if its value C
was greater than a given threshold. The closer to the cardiac im-
pulse in the arteries, the greater the Doppler signal and therefore
the greater the number of contributive pixels. The number of all
contributive pixels in the image was extracted and serially stored
in a temporal vector. The most recent 100 sampling points in
this temporal vector (i.e., a sliding window of 2 – 3 seconds) was
used to calculate the standard score, also called z-score [26]. The
value of z-score represents the distance between the actual raw
value of the signal and the signal mean over the sliding window
in units of the standard deviation. Z is negative when the raw
score is below the mean and positive when above. A threshold
of 2 was used to generate a trigger signal that was sent to the
MRI, if the event occurred after a refraction period (generally
500-700 ms) after the last event. The z-score approach was suf-
ficiently robust and stable to eliminate errors from variation of
signal quality during the experiment. Moreover, the shift of the
ROI or the shift of the artery inside the ROI does not modify the
output of the algorithm. Additionally, the placing of the ROI is
reasonably flexible and the inclusion of more or less grayscale
surrounding tissue does not affect the calculated trigger signal.
The signal-processing scheme is non-linear and is based on the
number of pixels within the ROI qualifying above a threshold
value. Additional noise may add extra pixels (that were other-
wise below the threshold) or remove pixels (otherwise above
the threshold) but statistically the net result is invariant. The ef-
fect is similar to median filter denoising. The overall latency of
the image processing and triggering was estimated to less than
33 ms, as no processing queue occurred at 30 fps input video
data (the maximum rate of images sent by the SVGA even if the
US frame rate could be up to 50 fps).

Doppler intensity traces and z-score of the selected signal
were recorded with and without the MRI acquisition running
for assessment of potential interference (Fig. 2(A)). ECG and
Doppler trigger signals were recorded from the subjects inside
the MRI over 60 RR cycles to compare visually in 5 subjects.
Actual scan time between the methods was compared in all
10 volunteers.

B. Acquisition: Thermal Safety

Experiments to monitor the potential heating of the transducer
surface during MR acquisition used an MR-compatible fluorop-
tic temperature sensor (STF-5, 5 m long, Luxtron, Santa Clara,
CA, USA) connected to a fluoroptic thermometry system (FOT
LabKit, Luxtron) placed outside the MR room (supplementary
data C).

C. Acquisition: MR Imaging

The 3T MRI protocol consisted of 2- and 4-chamber (2C, 4C)
and short-axis (SA) trueFISP (True Fast Imaging with Steady-
state Precession) cines with echo time and repetition time (TE
and TR) of 1.4 and 39.2 ms, respectively, where TR represents
temporal resolution. The echo spacing was 3.3 ms, resolution
1.63 × 1.63 mm2, slice thickness 6 mm, matrix 208 × 174,
flip angle 40°, SAR = 1.5 W/kg, and bandwidth 960 Hz/pixel.
The retrospective gating gave 25 reconstructed cardiac phases.
Aortic phase contrast (PC) flow FLASH (Fast Low Angle Shot)
series with TE/TR 2.5/37.1 ms, echo spacing 4.6 ms, resolu-
tion 1.98 × 1.98 mm2, slice thickness 6 mm, matrix 192 ×
132, flip angle 20°, SAR = 0.4 W/kg, bandwidth 450 Hz/pixel,
retrospective gating, 30 cardiac phases and velocity-encoding
sensitivity (venc) 200 cm/s were also acquired. The acquisition
time for the two sequences depended on heart rate and therefore
the breath-hold duration was 9 RR intervals for the cine acqui-
sition and 24 RR for PC flow. All images were acquired with
both ECG (standard detection by the scanner embedded moni-
tor) and Doppler triggering as described above. ‘False trigger’
images used a simulated cardiac signal longer in duration than
the true rhythm. For this, a regular simulated trigger was set to
a value at least 20% higher (but no more than 30%) different
to the actual ECG measured RR interval. The absolute value of
the chosen simulated RR was constant for each volunteer, but
different between volunteers. The resulting images were used
to compare directly with the ECG gold standard and Doppler
trigger images as a representation of poorly gated image. These
so called ‘false’ images are essentially ungated and of non-
diagnostic quality. These images were then post-processed with
the MOG technique (retrospectively corrected k-space).

MOG was implemented in Matlab (v2014, Mathworks,
USA). Oversampled dynamic data were reconstructed itera-
tively, sorting the data based on a hypothetical ECG waveform,
optimizing image metrics. Image entropy was calculated to as-
sess the level of blurring or ghosting artifacts that are a result of
incorrect gating. The MOG technique has the advantage of not
requiring any modification of the pulse sequences, as is the case
for other self-gating techniques, and can be used to correct raw
data taken directly from the MRI that can then be reconstructed
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to the usual DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in
Medicine) format. At this time, work in adult cardiac imaging
has been limited to validation for the fetal protocol, particularly
for flow quantification. Here it was applied to adult volunteers
for both flow and cine acquisitions.

To assess stability and feasibility of the Doppler trigger com-
pared to conventional ECG over an acquisition time longer than
10 minutes, four-dimensional flow images were acquired in two
healthy volunteers, using a prototype pulse sequence. Cardiac
synchronization used the ECG or Doppler signals as described
above, together with a crossed-pair navigator that enabled track-
ing to compensate respiratory motion. The crossed-pair respira-
tory navigator was set with a 6 mm accept range, 0.6 scaling fac-
tor and had an acceptance rate of around 60%. Parameters for the
3D FLASH gradient echo, plus time-resolved flow, were resolut-
ion 1.8 × 1.8 mm2, slice thickness 3 mm, TE/TR 2.34/34.48 ms,
echo spacing 4.4 ms, flip angle 8°, SAR = 0.7 W/kg, bandwidth
790 Hz/pixel, with 24 pseudo-sagittal slices covering the aor-
tic arch and 23 cardiac phases, and acquisition time 10 to 15
minutes depending on breathing pattern. Data were segmented
and assessed quantitatively using Siemens ‘4D Flow Demon-
strator’ software (version 2.4; Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen,
Germany). Quantification was done by automated vessel seg-
mentation with flow parameters calculated at 6 or 7 cross sec-
tions in the descending aorta.

The hybrid US and 2D MR imaging session lasted for ap-
proximately 45 minutes. The 4D MR flow measurement added
approximately 30 minutes. Considering the SAR value of the 4D
MR sequence, a temperature increase in soft tissue of maximum
0.18 °C was estimated in the subject, adding a non-significant
term to the ultrasound imaging thermal index.

D. Acquisition: Volunteer Study

ECG (gold-standard), Doppler and MOG triggering were
compared in 10 healthy volunteers (3 female and 7 male, age
30 ± 6 years, weight 75 ± 11 kg). The subjects’ heart rate was
monitored during the scanning and a measurement of blood
pressure taken off line using standard medical equipment. All
subjects had normal resting heart rate (60-75 beats/minute) and
were normotensive (range of blood pressure systolic 100-121
and diastolic 62-70 mmHg). All volunteers gave informed con-
sent and the study followed the guidelines of the ethical com-
mittee of the University Hospitals of Geneva.

E. Imaging Analysis: Image Quality – Scoring

Image quality was scored in a blinded fashion by two expe-
rienced radiologists for the two triggering methods, the false
trigger and the MOG reconstruction. Montages of cine se-
ries, randomized with respect to triggering method, showing
4-chamber, 2-chamber and short-axis images were scored on
a scale of 0-3. A single score was given for each method for
each subject looking at the 3 classical image planes simultane-
ously but without knowledge of the triggering method. A score
of 3 indicated excellent image quality; 2, good image quality;
1 sufficient image quality and 0, limited diagnostic potential.

Statistical differences between methods and inter-observer cor-
relation are reported (SPSS software version 21).

F. Imaging Analysis: Laplacian Sharpness Quantification

Edge gradient sharpness was quantified on septal regions
throughout the cycle on Modulus/Laplacian/Median image
transforms, which gave positive scaled pixel intensity based
on edge gradients. The images were transformed using a gra-
dient quantification based on intensity after applying median,
modulus and 3 × 3 Laplacian transform (1 1 1; 1 −8 1; 1 1 1)
to the magnitude images. An ROI on the septum in 4C and SA
images was quantified throughout the cardiac cycle with values
on the native Laplacian in m-2, measured as a pixel intensity
integral and in arbitrary units normalized to the value of the first
phase ECG image (in diastole immediately after the R wave)
taking this integral to be ‘1’. ROIs were kept constant within
each subject, but were not transferable intersubject, hence the
normalization.

G. Imaging Analysis: Ejection Fractions

Left-ventricular area contraction curves where segmented
over the whole cycle for both 4C and SA views. Ejection
Fraction (EF) was calculated using the biplane method on
4-chamber and 2-chamber views using Osirix (Open source
http://www.osirix-viewer.com/). The endocardial contour was
delineated manually for systolic and diastolic phases, for each
slice of the myocardium, to calculate volumes with EDV defined
as the end-diastolic volume and ESV the end-systolic volume.
EF (%) was defined as 100 × (EDV-ESV)/EDV.

H. Imaging Analysis: Peak Velocity and Flow

Flow velocity was calculated from the phase contrast images
using the Osirix plug-in for ‘ROI enhancement’. The peak ve-
locity and flow in each location were compared.

I. Imaging Analysis: Statistical Analysis

ANOVA (Bonferroni, with SPSS software version 21) was
used to compare results from the different trigger methods. Sta-
tistically significant differences are defined as p < 0.05.

III. RESULTS

A. Doppler Set-Up and Image Data

Maintaining placement of the probe was successful and com-
fortable for the subject in all cases. Positioning the probe took
5-10 minutes (improving with experience). MR imaging was
completely free of any potential interferences generated by US.
Detectable but non-significant artifacts were observed on pulsed
color Doppler during MR acquisition. Physically, increasing the
pulsed color Doppler velocity-encoding range and reducing the
power of emitted pulses alleviated the perturbations. Numeri-
cally, adjustment of z-score threshold for triggering suppressed
all interference from MR acquisition on the logical output signal
for each subject. Fig. 2(B), with arrows indicating the negligi-
ble artifacts from MRI, shows the recorded Doppler with and
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TABLE I
QUANTIFICATION OF NOISE LEVEL ON DOPPLER

without MRI with MRI

Mean baseline ‘signal’ 3446 (+−310) 3396 (+−329)
R wave peak 7299 7540
SNR at R wave peak 42 27
Baseline noise 170 (+−83) 277(+−107)

Quantification of noise level on Doppler inside the MRI with and with-
out MRI sequence running of the R-wave peak as well as the positive
signal between R-waves and the noise in the ‘negative’ Doppler band.

without MRI running (see also supplementary video A) and the
output to the MRI. The latter shows no change in trigger effi-
ciency in the two cases. The average time between data points
was 61 ms, leading to a frame rate of 16/s. Doppler curves were
acquired over more than 10 minutes (see Fig. 2 shows an illus-
tration of part of this time period). The autocorrelation is very
high with only 5 missed triggers observed and counted over the
10 minutes acquisition (data not shown). In another test with
MRI running and Doppler detection, the average heart period
over this acquisition time in a single simultaneous acquisition
was 929 ms for ECG and 925 ms for Doppler with a variation
of the mean sd (as a % of heart rate) of <1% for both methods
(maximum variation of 1.2% for ECG and 1.5% for Doppler).
In addition, the noise level on the Doppler signal with and with-
out MRI was quantified over the R-wave period that would be
used for the trigger and in the baseline noise. SNR was de-
fined as the peak signal amplitude divided by the mean of the
background noise (negative portion of US signal). The baseline
signal is the positive US signal between R waves. A frame of a
recorded movie = 8 RR (approximately the same duration as the
breathold cine acquisitions) was converted to grayscale giving
the results in Table I showing excellent Doppler SNR for peak
detection with or without MRI acquisition running.

B. Trigger Efficiency

Flow image duration was 24 cardiac cycles; this was the
longer than the cine images (9 RR) and was the most intense in
terms of gradients (and consequent potential for interference).
The acquisition times were not significantly different between
the ECG and Doppler triggering methods, meaning the effi-
ciency was equal. Over the 10 volunteers the acquisition times
were ECG 21.31 ± 2.45 s and Doppler 21.75 ± 2.12 s with
no significant difference in paired t test, p = 0.07. There was
no significant difference in ANOVA between ECG and Doppler
triggered acquisition time, p = 0.67 and the acquisition times
correlated with R2 = 0.93 (y = 1.11 × 2.97) as shown in Fig. 3.

Visual recording of the MRI interface of ECG and Doppler
trigger in the MRI machine for 5 volunteers was done with each
plot covering 6 blocks of 12 RR intervals. This is longer than
both the cine and flow acquisition times. Graphs were analyzed
for the signal detection in the Doppler algorithm. No pulses were
missed and the start of Doppler was a consistent time delay in
the range 360 - 480 ms (subject dependent) after the R wave in

Fig. 3. Actual acquisition times (in seconds) for the flow MRI for the
Doppler and ECG trigger methods in all volunteers, showing no differ-
ence and an excellent correlation. For the 24 cardiac cycle acquisition
there was no significant difference in time, showing equal efficiency of
the two triggering methods).

each case. False triggers were set a fixed value, but not equal to
the true RR.

C. Robustness to Motion

The robustness to motion was illustrated in one volunteer with
significant carotid motion during respiration. The supplemen-
tary movie B shows a recording of the Doppler signal and Fig. 4
shows the regularity of the intensity algorithm and generated
signal with selected frames from the movie. Also, the advantage
of spatially resolved Doppler over a single source, was that the
region placed avoids signal from the jugular, which was also
present in the full US FOV, and could potentially contaminate
the signal. Fig. 4(C) shows the calculation of intensity over the
whole region showing the contamination that would result from
a non-spatially resolved Doppler. This whole FOV signal did
not send a successful trigger to the MRI.

D. Thermal Safety

In experiments to monitor the potential heating of the front
side of the probe during MR acquisition, an MR-compatible
fluoroptic temperature sensor (supplementary data C), demon-
strated that no heating effect was detected within the precision
and accuracy of the fluoroptic thermometer (STD = 0.059 °C
over 300 sec acquisition).

E. MR Image Quality - Scoring

Fig. 5(A) shows image quality of the 4-Chamber and Short
Axis cine frames (see also supplementary video D). High-
resolution cine imaging was also possible and is shown along
with normal resolution for Doppler- and ECG-triggered imaging
(Fig. 5(B)). The visual image quality for the MOG reconstruc-
tion is poorer than the ECG and Doppler triggers, as illustrated
by the scoring, but accurate functional parameters could be mea-
sured and the images were deemed of diagnostic quality.
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Fig. 4. (A) Timeframes of the Doppler signal in a volunteer with significant motion during the acquisition. (B) The intensity calculation from the
algorithm and the resulting trigger signal. (C) The algorithm output from a large region illustrating contamination from the jugular when the Doppler
is not spatially resolved.

Fig. 5. (A) Breath-hold 4-chamber and short-axis MRI images of the
heart (single frame from 25/RR) using Doppler-, ECG-, false-trigger and
MOG. Septum blurring was evident under poor gating conditions (false
trigger) but there was comparable sharpness in other methods. (B) Nor-
mal (1.63 × 1.63 mm2) and high-resolution (0.97 × 0.97 mm2) Doppler-
and ECG-triggered cine frames. (C) Histogram of scoring of image quality
by two observers (0-3) based on 4-chamber, 2-chamber and short-axis
images combined.

TABLE II
QUALITATIVE SCORING OF IMAGE QUALITY BY TWO INDEPENDENT,

EXPERT OBSERVERS

observer A observer B All scores
score (n = 10) score (n = 10) (A & B) (n = 20)

mean ± s.d. mean ± s.d. mean ± s.d.

ECG 2.50 ± 0.53 2.90 ± 0.32 2.70 ± 0.47
Doppler 2.30 ± 0.67 2.80 ± 0.42 2.55 ± 0.60
False 0.10 ± 0.32 0.30 ± 0.67 0.20 ± 0.52
MOG 0.70 ± 0.67 1.00 ± 0.82 0.85 ± 0.74

Table II and Fig. 5(C) show the mean scores from 2 expert
readers. Intra-class correlation between readers was 0.95 for
averaged measures and 0.91 for single measures. Both observers
(and the scores from the two combined) showed no significant
difference between Doppler- and ECG trigger (p = 1.00), but a
significant difference to false triggering (p < 0.0005). Due to the
larger variation in scores for the MOG reconstruction (between
subjects), the scores for this method were lower than Doppler-
and ECG trigger, but still higher than the false trigger image
for each observer (p = 0.07). Nevertheless, as described below,
functional measurements were in agreement with the triggered
images.

F. Laplacian Sharpness Quantification

Fig. 6 shows Modulus/Laplacian/Median filtered images and
the corresponding magnitude images. Quantification of the sep-
tum for SA and 4C for 10 subjects (n = 20) showed 8 cases
where Doppler-triggered images had higher values for mean
‘sharpness’ than ECG. For the cases where Doppler was sharper,
the normalized quantification was 1.27 ± 0.21 for Doppler and
1.10 ± 0.09 for ECG which showed a larger difference than
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Fig. 6. Median and Laplacian transformation of images showing edge
sharpness. Normal magnitude images showing sharpness in the dias-
tolic phase.

the cases where ECG was better (0.94 ± 0.09 for Doppler and
1.04 ± 0.13 for ECG). When divided into groups of one modal-
ity being better than the other, there was a significant difference
between Doppler and ECG, with p = 0.047 when Doppler was
sharper and 0.042 when ECG was sharper. However, overall,
there was no significant difference between ECG- and Doppler
trigger by ANOVA (p = 1.00) showing statistically both per-
formed equally well. There was a significant difference to the
false trigger and MOG (p < 0.05). Table III shows mean and
standard deviation sharpness quantification (Laplacian total in-
tensity in septum region normalized to the first phase of the
ECG-triggered image).

G. Function and Ejection Fraction (ECG-,
Doppler-Trigger, MOG, FALSE)

Plotting LV (left ventricular) area contraction curves over
the whole cycle for SA and 4C showed no difference between
ECG and Doppler (example shown in Fig. 7(A)). False trigger
gave incorrect function, clearly visible on these curves. Mean

TABLE III
SHARPNESS QUANTIFICATION

4C mean ± s.d. SA mean ± s.d.

ECG 1.09 ± 0.15 1.04 ± 0.21
Doppler 1.11 ± 0.26 1.04 ± 0.25
False 0.98 ± 0.22 0.98 ± 0.24
MOG 1.02 ± 0.17 0.95 ± 0.27

Normalized to ECG first phase normalized integral
intensity (from native Laplacian images with units
of m-2).

Fig. 7. (A) LV contraction curves for 4-chamber (4C) and short axis
(SA) slice volume showing the full cardiac cycle for each method, and
(B) Ejection fractions (%) for the ECG, Doppler, false trigger and MOG
methods. Significant difference was only seen with false trigger p < 0.05.

difference between contraction curves for the 4C derived from
the different triggered acquisitions (all subjects and phases, with
mean LV area of 34 mm2, range 19-46 mm2) was 1.67 ± 0.29
for ECG:Doppler (p = 0.58), 3.73 ± 1.05 for false:ECG (p =
0.96), 3.30 ± 1.14 for false:Doppler (p = 0.50), 3.10 ± 0.62
for ECG:MOG, 2.76 ± 1.17 for false:MOG and 2.76 ± 0.92
for Doppler:MOG, with ICC > 0.85 for ECG, Doppler and
MOG. T-test shows none of these differences were significant
(p > 0.10, except for ECG:false p = 0.048). This shows good
agreement between the methods over the whole cycle and the
smallest difference for ECG:Doppler (significantly smaller than
the other difference pairs with p < 0.015).
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Fig. 8. Flow profiles in ascending and descending aorta in two subjects, one with very poor trigger due to ‘false trigger’ and the second where the
flow was only compromised in terms of peak value and not profile.

Fig. 9. Peak velocity in the ascending and descending aorta: absolute values in cm/s and normalized to ECG (%). False trigger is significantly
different to the three statistically equivalent triggered methods.

Visibly, ejection fraction showed no difference between ECG-
and Doppler triggering with equally good function calcula-
tion from both methods. False trigger gave incorrect function,
but MOG succeeded in recuperating correct values for EF
(Fig. 7(B)). Statistically, ECG-, Doppler-trigger and MOG ejec-
tion fractions were equivalent (p = 1.00), despite the perceived
lower image quality for MOG, with those derived from false trig-
ger much more variable and significantly lower (p < 0.0005).
Mean values (%) were ECG 64.73 ± 5.30, Doppler 64.50 ± 3.06,
MOG 62.22 ± 5.31, and false 38.92 ± 14.94.

H. Peak Velocity and Flow

ECG- and Doppler-triggered flow showed a higher peak ve-
locity than false-triggered images, which in some cases showed
several peaks per cycle (Fig. 8) or simply a reduced peak value.
The peak velocity (Fig. 9) in the ascending and descending
aorta was not different between ECG and Doppler (p = 0.31 for

ascending and 0.06 for descending) by paired t-test. False trig-
ger showed difference to Doppler- and ECG-trigger peak flow in
the descending aorta (p = 0.04 for Doppler and 0.02 for ECG),
but otherwise all 3 methods (with MOG) were not significantly
different (p > 0.05). The quality of the flow images for the
‘false trigger’ was very variable. If the false trigger was not
too far from reality, the visual shape of the flow profiles and im-
ages could be consistent with reality. However, on quantification
of flow a discrepancy (reduction) in peak velocity values was
observed despite a good flow profile. Others had completely
mixed velocity profiles with several peaks and would not be
quantifiable for true peak flow. This variability did not affect
the MOG reconstruction, but did lower the statistical difference
between false trigger and the other methods. Normalizing to the
‘gold-standard’ ECG (Fig. 9), to reduce the variability between
subjects, excellent agreement was obtained between the ECG-
and Doppler-triggered images and MOG (0.09 < p < 1.00) with
all having a difference to false-triggered images (p < 0.001).
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Fig. 10. Flow in the ascending and descending aorta (normalized to ECG). False trigger is significantly different to the three statistically equivalent
triggered methods.

Flow (L/min) in the ascending and descending aorta were
not significantly different between ECG- and Doppler-triggered
images and MOG (p > 0.54), though due to the large varia-
tion between volunteers, the values for the false trigger were
also not significantly different. In the case of flow, values from
normal volunteers can show an even wider variation than peak
velocity so therefore these values were also normalized to the
‘gold-standard’ ECG value. In this case (Fig. 10), the ECG-
and Doppler-triggered images and MOG showed no significant
difference (p = 1.00) and all three were different to the false-
triggered results (0.002 < p < 0.04) for both the ascending and
descending aorta. The time shift between the triggering methods
also meant that the start of the upslope is most clearly visible
on the Doppler-triggered image.

I. 4D Flow

Images showing 3 directional phase images, segmentation
and flow parameters are given in Fig. 11. Moving reconstruc-
tions are presented in supplementary data (videos E & F). The
comparison of the two trigger methods illustrated Doppler trig-
gering feasibility even for very long complex cardiac MR ac-
quisitions. Fig. 11 illustrates 4D flow from the two triggering
methods over 6 or 7 vessel cross sections. In these two illustra-
tive cases, the peak phase in the Doppler-triggered image was
around 10% different and peak flow in various cross sections of
the aorta between 3 and 9% smaller for Doppler. A larger disper-
sion of velocity is observed using Doppler triggering, than with
ECG as small spatio-temporal inaccuracies may accumulate.
This will be the focus of future work.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we describe new developments in biomedical
engineering enabling the use of MR-compatible color pulsed
Doppler, which was achieved with 1) specially shielded US
probe positioned in direct contact to the skin and 2) efficient
signal conversion using a spatial integral and temporal stan-
dard score to detect the peak onset. We used clinical standard
devices producing interference-free MR images acquiring state-
of-the art clinical protocols for cardiac MRI. Typically, this in-
cluded morphological and functional “cine” acquisitions and
phase contrast flow.

The new technology allowed cross-compatible images, most
importantly the echo Doppler did not show significant vibrations
of the US imaging probe. For comparison, in the most recent
paper [4], a system that allowed simultaneous acquisition of
MR and US images was developed. B-mode and Doppler US
in that paper were performed inside the bore of a clinical 1.5 T
MRI scanner using a clinical 1–4 MHz US transducer with an
8 m long cable. However, susceptibility artifacts and RF noise
were introduced into MR images by the US imaging system [4].
These artifacts were minimized by foil wrapping of the cable
and maintaining a 4 cm gap between the phantom and probe.
Acoustic noise and/or vibration artifacts were also seen on the
Doppler during MR acquisition.

Previous studies have compared triggering methods, but with-
out spatially resolved Doppler that allows extension of the
method to real-time slice tracking and to cases where no ECG
signal is available [13], [27], [28]. The potential interest of
Doppler signal as an alternative trigger to ECG in cardiac MR
imaging has been suggested recently by Kording et al. [27], who
demonstrated the technical feasibility using a transmit-receive,
single-element US transducer and an effective sampling rate
of 200 Hz. To the best of our knowledge, spatially resolved
Doppler acquired by a clinical ultrasound scanner has not been
previously reported for triggering cardiac MRI. The proposed
method was insensitive to local motion as the Doppler signal is
integrated inside an encompassing user-defined ROI. It has the
advantage of targeting a precise source of Doppler signal in a
single vessel, thus avoiding mixing of opposite flow directions,
or of arterial and venous signals, that have different hemody-
namic features and peak flow times, hindering the flow curve as
shown in Fig. 4(C).

The proposed method in this paper is independent of the
MR scanner and sequence protocol. Direct comparison between
velocity measurements by US Doppler and PC MR was beyond
the purpose of the study, but is suggested to be feasible under
conditions of a sufficient acoustic window to the respective
blood vessel.

Conversely, an active compatibility of the two devices is more
difficult to achieve for the proposed setup, and the temporal
resolution of Doppler signal is significantly lower. While our
ultrasound scanner could work in pulsed color Doppler mode
at a frame rate of up to 50 Hz, the data transfer was limited
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Fig. 11. 4D flow phase images (3 directions) with Doppler (A) and ECG (B) triggering with corresponding plots of net flow rate for the two methods.
Vertical encoding direction from a second subject with Doppler (C) and ECG (D) triggering and net flow rate plots along with an illustration of
segmentation of descending aorta with 6 cross section locations for flow quantification. The colored curves represent the segmented cross sections
(illustrated bottom right), with Section I being the most distal, and 6 being the proximal.

to 30 Hz. In addition, processing 2D color images is more
computer-intensive than for 1D signals, potentially inducing
a time delay between acquisition and trigger output. However,
a constant time delay would still not influence the retrospec-
tive cine MR acquisition as only a synchronous trigger is re-
quired, and in any case the Doppler trigger is already shifted
with respect to the ECG. In the current study, only healthy adult
volunteers were enrolled, and the resting state cardiac cycle
duration was longer than 800 ms in all cases. The frame rate
of the ultrasound imaging and data transfer was sufficient for
the temporal resolution of the cardiac function images. Sub-
sequently, the image quality and cardiac function parameters
were clearly excellent for the proposed method compared to

the standard ECG-triggered method. The described setup would
require further improvement in data transfer for faster heart rate
conditions.

This study was limited to only healthy volunteers, despite the
significant clinical potential. It provides useful insights into the
technology and opens the way to application in clinical patients.
Expert radiologists assessed the volunteer images for the poten-
tial diagnostic ability in this routine clinical MR protocol. A
limitation of the expert scoring in our study is the visual time
difference between the Doppler- and ECG-triggered cardiac-
cycle imaging. It is therefore difficult to be truly blinded to the
trigger type. However, the Doppler trigger had the added ad-
vantage that the peak flow and systolic contraction were in the
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middle of the analyzed cycle with a clear baseline both sides,
making an upslope of flow or the diastolic volume more easily
identified.

One volunteer had significant motion of the artery during ac-
quisition with no adverse effects on the Doppler signal. This
shows potential for the application in fetal imagery, where not
only do we have no direct access to the ECG, but also the possi-
bility of a moving Doppler signal. According to terHaar [29] and
the British Medical Ultrasound Society guidelines [30] for ob-
stetric and neonatal transcranial scanning, ultrasound scanning
time is restricted for any TI value greater than 0.7. Considering
for instance the TI value of 0.8 estimated for our study using
color Doppler and B-mode background and targeting a carotid
artery at a few centimeters depth, the duration should not exceed
one hour. This interval is the standard and sufficient to conduct
a clinical MRI examination. Moreover, the central frequency of
US imaging for obstetric would be lower than the value used
(7 MHz), yielding a lower thermal index.

There also exist some time sampling limitations, which can
be improved in the near future with the evolution of the tech-
nology. The narrower the angular sector to be swept by the
ultrasound beam, the higher the available rate, meaning that
deeper targets can be scanned faster. In our study the common
carotid artery was a rather superficial target requesting a larger
angular sector. The 16 Hz sampling rate yields a maximum tem-
poral uncertainty of half the dwell time, that is ±31 ms and
an average temporal uncertainty of ±16 ms. As the duration
of the cardiac cycle is not an integer multiple of the sampling
period, the rounding errors were distributed across the “cine”
acquisition potentially yielding additional blurring. This has a
stronger potential impact at higher cardiac frequency. However,
the flow curve in the aorta or in large arteries such as the carotid
is smoother and broader than the ECG signal (particularly the
QRS wave) because of the convolution with the cardiovascu-
lar mechanical response function. In other words, the trigger
method is not sampling the same phenomenon. As far as we
are able to localize the maximum flow signal peak during one
cardiac signal this should suffice as a trigger reference. Local-
izing the time point of maximum signal could also be improved
using numerical filtering or modeling, which will be addressed
in future studies.

With regard to the cardiac cycle seen with ECG, Doppler and
eventually pulse oxymetry, the flow rate profile in the carotid is
more adapted to peak detection by Doppler than the peripheral
vessels and even the aorta with regard to upslope [31]. A pulse
oxymeter tends to have no flat ‘baseline’ period and a relatively
symmetric upslope and downslope. The carotid Doppler signal
has a sharp upslope where our integral signal peak is detected.
While the Doppler signal has a lower frequency component than
ECG, it is still closer to the heart and a sharper peak than pulse
oxymetry detected at the fingertip. Another physical method
of acoustic gating has been proposed [12], performing better
than ECG and pulse oxymetry at high field in terms of reli-
ability and detection variance. However, the method currently
necessitates careful coil and gradient coil design and would,
like all triggering methods, benefit from wireless transmission
technology.

The 4D flow technique is illustrated in two subjects. A 4D
flow “full” volunteer study with high statistical power seems
beyond the scope of the present manuscript, and will be further
investigated in current studies. Unlike cardiac electrical stimu-
lation for ECG, Doppler triggering is based on hydrodynamic
phenomena, which are also directly detected by the PC flow-
encoding mechanism. For instance, a regularization algorithm
can be easily implemented to skip the cine MR data acquired
in the cardiac cycles when the peak flow is fluctuating outside
a predefined range. The ECG electrical signal merely sends a
trigger and does not assess the difference in flow or contraction
that could contaminate the averaged data in an acquisition if a
cycle with different hemodynamics is included. The use of fluid
mechanical properties rather than electrical signal gave coher-
ence to using the 3D spatial Doppler to control the 3-directional
temporal flow data of the ‘4D’ technique. The same 3D fluid
dynamics affect the Doppler signal and produce the 4D flow
patterns, therefore perhaps being more physically relevant than
using electrical stimulation.

The advances in technology providing MR-compatible [32]
and portable ultrasound devices [33] mean that the applica-
tions of such techniques could be translated into the clinical
setting. However, using spatially resolved pulsed color Doppler
imaging has the fundamental advantage to enable the opera-
tor to choose the spatial source of the signal, e.g., arterial flow
alone. Importantly, our 2D flow detection algorithm is insensi-
tive to the in-plane local motion of the signal source, unlike a
one-ray scanning using a 1D US transducer within a moving
environment [14]. With respect to the fetal MR imaging goal,
through-plane motion is expected to be a significant challenge,
requesting time effective repositioning of the probe and comple-
tion of MR data acquisition before new motion occurs. An early
pregnancy stage would be easier to manage than a late one. In
our approach, the Doppler ultrasound information is requested
to generate a trigger signal, not for quantitative flow diagnostic.
The ALARA principle [34] should be applied as the minimum
mechanical and thermal index of Doppler ultrasound still per-
mitting a stable triggering, which is less resource demanding
than quantitative flow diagnostic.

Furthermore, our technology has other potential applications,
for instance improved motion tracking in the abdomen for
focused ultrasound. Unlike B-mode or harmonic imaging of
back-scattered ultrasound signal, pulsed color Doppler has a
significantly higher contrast-to-noise ratio due to blood flow in
the vessels and is more robust for motion tracking. This includes
a higher tolerance to out-of-plane motion than for speckle track-
ing, especially when the blood vessel is nearly perpendicular to
the imaging plane.

V. CONCLUSION

Phase Contrast flow and cine images were successfully ob-
tained in healthy volunteers with ECG triggering, Doppler trig-
gering, and MOG post processing. Image quality was highly
comparable and accurate functional parameters were accessible,
with quantitative images obtained with the proposed Doppler ul-
trasound triggering for MRI.
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This quantitative study has focused on breath-hold images
with Doppler used for cardiac triggering, with the addition of the
feasibility of the longer respiratory-navigated 4D flow. However,
the hardware platform is designed to further enable advanced
cardiac imaging using real-time slice tracking locking imaging
planes to respiratory and/or cardiac motion under free breath-
ing. This will provide increased patient comfort with motion
correction during longer total scan times as well as the potential
for cardiac studies in patients where the ECG is unavailable.
This method, therefore, opens up the clinical applications of
high-resolution valve tracking and fetal cardiac MRI.
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